Ever since Nate was a young child, he’s had a passion for making movies. But using the family camcorder to shoot backyard films with his friends was merely a hobby, not a career option—until now. As an apprentice through CareerWise’s modern youth-apprenticeship program, Nate has a solid vision of his future, and is taking active steps to make sure filmmaking takes the center spotlight.

I originally wanted to study music, playing saxophone. But now I realize how much more I enjoy film. I want it to be more than a hobby.
In addition to acquiring filmmaking tricks-of-the-trade, from keyboard editing shortcuts and lighting techniques to good storytelling strategies, Nate is picking up skills he could not have learned by reading a textbook or listening to a lecture.

For example, he is now more sensitive to human emotions. “When we’re using people’s emotions for a story, I learn how certain things make people feel. I can read people better now,” Nate said.

He’s advancing his workplace etiquette in tasks such as writing professional emails and interacting with coworkers. He had formed many of these skills working in a music store, but feels there is always room for additional growth. “It’s good to know etiquette in any business, no matter what it is,” he said.

Nate is also discovering the balance between being productive while also having fun. In both cases, he is treated equally and is considered an adult. It’s a contrast to school. “I like not having to ask if I can go to the bathroom,” he joked.

Now hoping to work full time during the summer, Nate hopes to become even more familiar with the filmmaking process at Hoptocopter. It helps to have a job he looks forward to every day. “I’m getting paid to do stuff I love doing. There is nothing better than that.”

Nate’s apprenticeship is leading him to more than just a career; it’s also preparing him for college. In the fall, Nate will attend Colorado Mesa University to pursue an associate degree in digital filmmaking, and is considering a bachelor’s degree after that. Simultaneously, he will complete his apprenticeship and hopes Hoptocopter will hire him some day.

Nate’s apprenticeship has reinforced his belief that life presents many options to help a person grow, and his extra-curricular activities are a testament. He’s produced numerous videos for Fruita Monument’s news outlets, teachers’ promotional programs and various district-level endeavors. He also kept busy during the school year playing in a wind ensemble and a jazz band, and performing at festivals around town.

“I don’t believe school should be everything in life. There are other important aspects people can learn from. It’s nice to have options.”

From his apprenticeship, Nate expects to gain technical knowledge and an understanding of how people work. Yet, he sees this as only the beginning.

“That is the tip of the iceberg. There is so much more I can learn.”